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We study thermal transport in a one-dimensional (1D) interacting electron gas, employin
Luttinger liquid model. Both thermal conductance and thermopower are analyzed for a pure 1
and with impurities. The universal ratio of electrical to thermal conductance in a Fermi liqu
the Wiedemann-Franz law—is modified, whereas the thermopower is still linear in temperature.
single impurity the Lorentz number is given byLsT ! 0d  3L0ys2g 1 g2d—with L0 the Fermi liquid
value—and the conductance1y2 , g , 1. For g , 1y2 the Lorentz numberdivergesas T ! 0.
Possible relevance to thermal transport in conducting polymer systems is discussed.

PACS numbers: 72.15.Jf, 71.27.+a
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The Wiedemann-Franz law, which relates the therm
and electrical conductivitysk, sd of metals, played a cen
tral role in the historical development of the quantu
theory of solids. The Lorentz number,L  kysT , origi-
nally computed within classical Drude theory, gave for
itous agreement with experiment due to canceling err
The quantum theory corrected the errors and improved
agreement. For noninteracting electrons Chester and T
lung [1] showed that the Lorentz number is given exac
by L0  sp2y3d skByed2, for arbitrary impurity scattering
strength. In the 1980s Castellaniet al. [2] argued that this
universal value was robust even with the inclusion of el
tron interactions, provided the system remained meta
Thus, a universal Lorentz number appears to be a defi
characteristic of the Fermi-liquid phase.

In recent years there has been tremendous inte
in conducting phases which arenot Fermi liquids. A
paradigm for these are 1D interacting electron gas mod
which exhibit a non-Fermi-liquid phase even for we
interactions [3]. The resulting Luttinger liquid phase
characterized by a dimensionless conductance,g, which
controls various power laws, such as the singularity
the momentum distribution function. The resurgence
interest in the 1D Luttinger liquids stems both fro
the recent ability to lithographically pattern true on
channel quantum wires [4,5] and from the realizati
that 1D edge states in the fractional quantum Hall eff
are Luttinger liquids [6]. Other non-Fermi-liquid phas
arise in quantum impurity problems [7], such as t
multichannel Kondo model which is possibly releva
to heavy fermion materials. Bulk 2D non-Fermi-liqu
phases have also been suggested in compressible
fluid phases [8] and in the cuprate superconductors [9]

It is natural to anticipate that thermal transport in su
non-Fermi-liquid phases will be qualitatively differen
and might help characterize and distinguish them exp
mentally. In this paper, we consider in detail therm
transport in the 1D Luttinger liquids. We show that th
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Lorentz number can be substantially modified from
Fermi-liquid value,L0. The thermopower,Q, on the
other hand, shows characteristically metallic behavi
Q  cT . As in conventional metals, the coefficientc
is nonuniversal, depending on the curvature of the ene
bands and the energy dependence of the scattering ra

While thermal transport measurements in quant
wires and quantum Hall samples are undoubtedly
tremely challenging, a remarkable recent experiment
demonstrated the feasibility of such experiments [1
Thermal transport measurements in bulk quasi-1D sa
ples, such as conducting polymers, are much easier,
3D crossovers may tend to complicate the analysis.

Pure Luttinger liquid.—We begin with a model for an
interacting spinless 1D electron gas in the absence of
impurities, which has a bosonized Hamiltonian density

H0  py0sN2
1 1 N2

2 1 2lN1N2d . (1)

The right and left moving electron densities,N6, satisfy
Kac-Moody commutation relations,

fN6sxd, N6sx0dg  6siy2pd≠xdsx 2 x0d . (2)

The interaction term mixes right and left movers, but c
be shifted away as usual by defining new fields

N6  fgsn1 1 n2d 6 sn1 2 n2dgy2g , (3)

with l  s1 2 g2dys1 1 g2d. In terms ofn6 the Hamil-
tonian decouples into right and left moving sectors,

H0  H 1
0 1 H 2

0  spyygd sn2
1 1 n2

2d , (4)

with renormalized velocityy  2gy0ys1 1 g2d. The
new fields also satisfy a Kac-Moody algebra,

fn6sxd, n6sx0dg  6sigy2pd≠xdsx 2 x0d . (5)

Consider now transport in an ideal Luttinger liquid. In
tially, we ignore additional anharmonic interaction term
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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(e.g.,n2
1n2) which couple the right and left moving mode

in (4). (For chiral quantum Hall edge states, these will
absent.) It then suffices to consider only a single rig
moving channel,n  n1. Such an ideal chiral channel ca
be characterized by transport coefficientsL ij, which relate
changes in the electrical and thermal currents to chan
in the chemical potential,m, and temperatureT . These
coefficients are equivalent to Landauer two-terminal tra
port coefficients [11], defined with “ideal” reservoirs. F
ideal quantum wires, these coefficients are not meas
directly, since the contacts do not couple selectively
right and left moving modes. However, they can be m
sured directly for quantum Hall edge states.

The charge density in a chiral channel is conserved
(4), and satisfies≠tn 1 ≠xJ  0 with an electrical current
J  yn. Changing the chemical potential,m, alters the
electrical current. Balancing then2 energy in (4) with
a 2mn term givesDJ  sgy2pdDm or upon restoring
units an electrical conductance,G  L 11  ge2yh.

Heat carried by a chiral channel is likewise conserv
by (4). The continuity equation≠tnQ 1 ≠xJQ  0 is
satisfied by the thermal energy densitynQ  spyygdn2

and thermal currentJQ  ynQ. The thermal energy a
temperatureT can be expressed in terms of the chi
Luttinger modes as

nQ 
Z `

0

dk
2p

vkbvk
, (6)

with bv  sebv 2 1d21 andvk  yk. This givesJQ 
sp2y6d skBT d2yh, and leads to a “quantized” therma
conductance,K  L 22  ≠JQy≠T  sp2y3dk2

BTyh.
For an ideal Luttinger liquid we can then define a“tw

terminal” Lorentz number

Lideal  KyTG  L0yg . (7)

For g  1, we recover the Fermi-liquid valueL0 
sp2y3d skByed2. With repulsive interactions (g , 1) the
Lorentz number is larger.

The off-diagonal transport coefficientL 12  ≠Jy≠T ,
which determines the thermopower, is zero within t
present model, due to the implicit linearization of the ele
tronic band structure near the Fermi energy. The effect
dispersion can be included via the third order interact
term Hint  An3, which is normally ignored because
is formally “irrelevant.” The coefficientA is proportional
to the change in Fermi velocity with chemical potenti
dyydm. The resulting thermopower,Q  L 12yL 11, is
linear in temperature [12],

Q  2sp2k2
By3geyd sdyydmdT . (8)

In quantum wires, anharmonic interactions ignor
above will couple the right and left moving modes. T
right and left moving thermal currents will no longer b
independently conserved. However, in a translationa
invariant system, thermal currents cannot fully relax d
to constraints of momentum conservation. Such anh
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monic interactions might nevertheless effect the value
K . Umklapp processes would allow a decay of therm
current, but freeze out at low temperatures. In any eve
impurity backscattering will dominate these interaction e
fects in the thermal resistance of real quantum wires.

Single impurity.—We now consider a single impurity
in an otherwise ideal Luttinger liquid as a first step towa
inclusion of many impurities. (A single impurity is als
relevant to point contact experiments in the quantum H
effect.) A weak potential scatterer at the origin can
modeled by adding a term to the Hamiltonian,

Hback  2tB cossf1 2 f2ddsxd , (9)

wheretB is the amplitude for2kF electron backscattering
This process has been expressed in terms of the bo
fieldsf6, related to the densitiesn6  6≠xf6y2p. The
operator expsif1d creates an excitation with fractiona
charge, ge. Thus each backscattering process refle
fractional electron charge.

An impurity which strongly backscatters can altern
tively be modeled as a tunnel junction between two dec
pled semi-infinite Luttinger liquids [5]. In this case, th
chiral densityn1 can be taken to describe the right an
left moving pieces of one semi-infinite Luttinger liquid
The appropriate term which tunnels an electron (chargee)
through the junction is then

Htunn  2te cosfsf1 2 f2dyggdsxd . (10)

To proceed we first define new fields [13,14] whic
propagate in the same direction:f1sxd  f1sxd and
f2sxd  f2s2xd, and associated densities,nj  ≠xfj

with j  1, 2. One can then define commuting even a
odd densities,n  n1 2 n2  ≠xfy2p and N  n1 1

n2. The full Hamiltonian with backscattering factorizes

H  spyy2gd sn2 1 N2d 2 tB cosfdsxd . (11)

The backscattered electrical current is given by

J 
Z

x
≠tny2  gtB sinfsx  0d , (12)

where the second equality follows from commutingn with
the Hamiltonian. For the case of a tunnel junction, t
tunnel current isJ  te sinffsx  0dygg. Similarly, the
backscattered thermal current can be written

JQ 
Z

x
≠tsH 1

0 2 H 2
0 dy2  spyygdNsx  0dJ ,

(13)

where again the time derivatives are evaluated by co
muting with the Hamiltonian. This form also holds fo
the tunnel junction. Notice that the thermal current h
been decomposed into a product of two commuting c
tributions: the even densityN and the electrical currentJ
which depends only on the odd boson. This remarka
simplification enables us to derive an expression relat
the thermal and electrical conductances.
3193
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To this end consider the current correlation function,

PRstd  iQstd kfJstd, Js0dgl  iQstd fP.std 2 P,stdg ,

(14)

from which the electrical conductance follows:

ReGsvd 
1
v

ImPRsvd 
1

2v
fP.svd 2 P,svdg .

(15)

Denoting the corresponding correlators for the therm
current,JQ , with a subscriptQ, the thermal conductanc
can be obtained from

K  lim
v!0

1
vT

ImPR
Qsvd 

1
2T2 P,

Q sv  0d , (16)

where the latter equality follows upon using the detai
balance relation,P.

Q svd  expsbvdP,
Q svd.

The relation between the thermal and electrical curr
operators (13) allows us to relate their respective corr
tion functions,

P,
Q std  spyygd2D,

2 stdP,std , (17)

where D2 is the even boson density-density (N 2 N)
correlation function. Using the factD,

2 std  D.
2 s2td

allows one to express the thermal conductance as

K 
1
2

√
yp

gT

!2 Z dv

2p
D.

2 svdP,svd . (18)

The functionD.
2 can be readily extracted sinceH in (11)

is quadratic inN , giving D.
2 svd  sgypy2dvebvbv .

In addition, using (15), along with detailed ba
ance, relates P, to the electrical conductance
P,svd  2vbvReGsvd. We thereby obtain our
final expression relating the thermal and electrical c
ductances through the impurity,

K 
1

8gT2

Z
dv

v2ReGsvd
sinh2svy2Td

. (19)

In the absence of any backscattering, ReGsvd 
gy2p, which gives the pure resultK  sp2y3dk2

BTyh.
In the limit of strong backscattering,K can be ob-
tained from (18) by calculatingP,svd perturbatively in
powers of te, the electron amplitude to tunnel throug
the junction. To leading order,P is the correlation
function of the current,J  te sinsfygd, evaluated with
the free odd boson Hamiltonian [i.e., (11) withtB  0].
Explicitly, P,std  ct2

e spTy sinhptT d2yg , wherec is a
nonuniversal constant depending on a short-time cut
The Fourier transform of (17) may then be comput
exactly for v  0, leading to K  c0t2

eT 2yg21, where
c0  pcy4gBs1y2, 1yg 1 1d and B is the beta function.
Sincec also enters inG, it drops out in the Lorentz ratio
which in this limit is found to be

L  3L0ys2g 1 g2d . (20)

For noninteracting electrons (g  1) this reduces to the
Fermi-liquid value, but with repulsive interactions (g ,

1), is larger.
3194
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As one lowers the temperature, the Lorentz num
crosses over from the pure value,L  L0yg, to the
strong backscattering value (20). For the special cas
g  1y2, an expression for this crossover can be obtain
explicitly. In particular, wheng  1y2, a closed form
expression for the ac conductance follows from the ex
solution [5]:

ReGsvd 
g

2pv

Z
dEs fE 2 fE1vd

E2

E2 1 T2
B

, (21)

with fv  sebv 1 1d21. HereTB is a crossover tempera
ture scale,TB , t

1ys12gd
B , t2

B (for g  1y2). Together
(19) and (21) allow one to compute the Lorentz numb
for arbitrary TyTB. For T ¿ TB one findsL  2L0 in
agreement with the pure result (7), but forT ø TB, the
result is L  18L0y5—a factor of 3y2 larger than the
strong backscattering result (20). This discrepancy can
traced to an irrelevant operator ignored in the perturbat
calculation leading to (20), but included implicitly in th
g  1y2 crossover. Specifically, consider a perturbati
coupling the electron densities across the junction in
strong backscattering limit

Hpert  adsxdn1n2 . (22)

This term does not transfer charge across the junct
but does transfer energy and so contributes to ther
conduction. Moreover, it feeds into the ac electric
conductance [15] as ReGsvd , a2v2. Insertion into (19)
then gives a contribution to the thermal conductan
varying asK , a2T3, which must be added to theT2yg21

term coming from electron tunneling.
Three cases should then be distinguished, as sketc

in Fig. 1. For g . 1y2 the electron tunneling term
dominates the thermal transport at low temperatures,
(20) is correct asT ! 0. For the soluble caseg  1y2
both processes vary asT3 and contribute to the Lorentz
number asT ! 0. Since the coefficient “a” depends on
details of the junction, a nonuniversal Lorentz number
predicted in this case. However, since the contribution
K from (22) is positive (proportional toa2), the Lorentz

FIG. 1. Lorentz numberL for transport though a single
impurity versus temperature, for several values ofg.
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number should be bounded below by (20):K  12y5 1

C with C . 0, consistent with the exact solution. Finally
for g , 1y2, the interaction term (22) dominatesK at low
temperatures and the Lorentz numberdivergesasT ! 0,

L , sa2T3dyT 2yg21 , a2T422yg. (23)

Physically, the inclusion of strong electron interactio
enables heat to be transported across the junction m
more readily than charge.

To compute the thermopower associated with tra
port through the impurity it is necessary to include in t
Hamiltonian (11) terms which break particle-hole symm
try. In addition to bulk cubic interactions arising from dis
persion, another local term is of the formN cossfddsxd,
which arises from an energy dependence of the matrix
menttB. One finds a thermopower linear in temperatu
Q  cT , with a nonuniversal coefficient.

The present results can readily be generalized to incl
the electron spin degree of freedom. Assuming SUs2d
spin symmetry, the Luttinger liquid can be characte
ized by a dimensionless charge conductancegr, which is
equal to2 for noninteracting electrons [5]. Forgr . 2y3
the Lorentz numberL crosses over fromL0s2ygrd to
3L0sgr 1 2d2y8grsgr 1 1d as one lowers the tempera
ture and scales from the weak to strong backscatte
regimes. Forgr , 2y3, L diverges asT322ygr in the
low temperature limit. Thermopower in a Luttinger liqui
with spin has also recently been discussed in Ref. [16]

Many impurities.—When many impurities are presen
in a repulsively interacting 1D Luttinger liquid, the con
ducting state is unstable to localization. However, in s
tems with sufficiently dilute but strong scatterers, the
will be a range of temperatures over which the abo
single impurity results should be observable [17]. Spec
ically, consider a model of many 1D conductors, whi
are coupled electrically by dilute weak links, with a typ
cal large separationL. These weak links would serv
as “impurities” in the 1D transport. Such a model mig
be appropriate for some conducting polymer systems
which the polymer backbones provide the 1D conduct
channel, and the weak links arise from tunneling betwe
different polymers at their ends. Applicability of thi
model requires the temperature to be above the tunne
rate, t', between parallel neighboring polymers. Othe
wise the transport would no longer be 1D, but wou
take place coherently across many chains. Moreov
we require that tunneling events across successive w
links be incoherent, so thatkBT . h̄yyL, where y is
the 1D Fermi velocity. In this temperature regime, t
bulk electrical conductivity should vary as a power la
ssTd , T2yg22, before crossing over at lower temper
tures into either a localized regime or a bulk metal
state. Our single impurity results imply that forg . 1y2
the thermal conductivity should also vary as a power la
k , T2yg21, with a universal non-Fermi-liquid Lorentz
s
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number given by (20). Forg , 1y2 an even larger (and
diverging) Lorentz ratio is predicted.

In some conducting polymer samples, the electric
conductivity does vary as a power law with temperatu
[18]. This power law has been interpreted [18] a
being in the vicinity of a bulk metal-insulator transition
However, at a 3D Anderson localization transition
temperature independent thermopower is predicted [1
in contrast to the measured behavior,Q , T . In a
model of 1D conductors with dilute weak links, a linea
metallic thermopower would be expected. The Loren
number provides a further difference between these t
models. At the Anderson transition the Lorentz numb
is predicted to be suppressed [19] below the Ferm
liquid valueL0 by roughly 2y3, whereas our results show
an enhanced Lorentz number for 1D thermal transp
through dilute impurities. It would be most interestin
to measure thermal conductivity in conducting polym
samples which exhibit power law electrical conductivitie
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